
By nature, organizations are constantly undergoing personnel 
changes and despite advancements in technology, keeping 
users and access in sync is not easy. Research shows that 99% 
of systems suffer from access chaos, where identities and the 
permissions assigned to those identities are missing, incorrect, or 
out of date. This overlooked security concern creates dangerous 
security risks.

RightCrowd Access Analytics helps to identify and rationalize 
access chaos in a simple way, a must have for any Identity 
Governance and Administration (IGA) program. Our lightweight, 
cloud-based, SaaS solution maps, measures and monitors 
identities to systems and their access permissions, and shows 
where access is out of compliance, everyday. 

Utilizing low risk, read-only extracts from source systems, and 
utilizing RightCrowd’s patented ‘relationship technology, this 
system creates virtual connections, linking identity and access 
metadata, delivering rapid cross-system context and a daily view 
of the access footprints of your identities from day one.

For over 18 years, RightCrowd has helped organizations of all 
sizes to keep their identities and complex physical access control 
systems in sync with their business, making them safer and more 
secure. It is during this journey that we determined ‘there has to 
be a better, easier way, to know who has access to anything’.

RightCrowd Access Analytics takes a new, entirely unique and 
super simple approach to understanding and gaining control over 
complex identity and access issues. 

Identity Governance and  
Administration Made Easy

At the start of the journey

1. Understand who your current workers are, assess/remove 
access for your deltas

2. Know daily who has access to your high-risk controls across 
any systems

3. See all your workers (Employees, Contractors, 
SubContractors, Visitors, etc) in a single view (no unique 
person ID required)

4. Know immediately, which identities and access are to be 
actioned

In the middle of the journey

1. See access trends

2. View past access rights on any day

3. Monitor the success of a migration while it is in progress and 
once it is complete

4. Perform migration data quality checks with ease

5. Stay on top of expiring and or expired certifications, licenses 
and training

When full automation is achieved

1. Monitor the changes made daily by your existing and future 
IAM, PIAM and GRC solutions

2. Validate access provisioned in alignment with roles and 
attribute-based access control (Zero Trust)

3. Automatically audit access compliance daily (even outside of 
your audit cycle)

RightCrowd Access Analytics is a lightweight identity and 
access governance platform that automates user access 
reviews for any system in your business.

Take control of access chaos
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Reduce your audit preparation 
time by 95% and improve 
compliance outcomes.
Access changes happen every day, companies struggle to know ‘who’ 
has ‘what’ levels of access to their assets. Gain visibility and get in 
control with RightCrowd Access Analytics.

“We’re in the process of migrating systems as we’re running 
different systems at each of my locations, how can I quickly get a 
single view of all access? Is there a way to view this centrally?”

“Can you help me to see who hasn’t accessed in the last 90 days?”

“When people change roles, sometimes their old access (that is no 
longer required) isn’t removed, resulting in Access Creep. It’s been 
happening for so long now that I don’t know where to start, can 
you help?”

“The business sometimes forgets to submit offboarding forms, 
HR sometimes don’t tell IT.”

“There are more people in my systems than the number of  
workers I have in HR and AD, can you help me to find the delta?”

“I have different systems at each of my locations, how can I 
quickly get a single view of all access? Is there a way to manage 
this centrally?”

“My contractors and sub-contractors are not kept in HR and of-
ten also don’t make it into AD, is there a way that I can see which 
contractors should no longer have access?”

We’ve heard our customers say
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